
Lyonstraat 29, 3047 AJ Rotterdam

Organic Evo Silver Led lamp
6W 160lm 1800K dimmable

EAN 8712879147411 

The luxurious additions to the XXL series
have three new shiny colors to match your
personal style best. Not only does the
outside coating reflect your interior perfectly,
the inside is also coated with a mirror-like
coating which creates a unique and
sophisticated new light. An unpolished
splash shape with a subtle curled LED
filament. Not only the outside, but also the
inside is covered with a silver mirror coating.
The reflection of the light and this coating
provide a warm and unique appearance like
no other. - This lamp has a diameter of
Ø165mm And a height of 280mm. - This
LED lamp has an E27 Fitting. This fitting is
also known as a big, retro or normal fitting. -
Dimmable, with a LED dimmer, the light
intensity of this LED lamp can easily be
adjusted to the desired ambiance. - Color
temperature: 1800K. This LED lamp emits
extra warm and ambiotic white light. - Light
intensity: The total amount of light that this
LED lamp emits is 160 Lumen. The light
intensity can be lowered with the use of a
dimmer for LED. Nice as an eye-catcher
above your dining room table as a set or as
a bedside lamp in the bedroom for extra
style and ambiance.

E27
160 Lumen
1800 K

Lamp Characteristics

Product ID 426404

Category Lampen

Fitting E27

Voltage 220-240V

Dimmable Yes, using a LED dimmer

Lifetime of lamp 15000 uur
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Size and Weight

Net Weight 306 gram

Diameter 165 mm

Height 280 mm
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Energy Consumption

Wattage 6 W

Energy efficiency label G

Light Characteristics

Light output 160 lumen

Warm-up time to 60% light 0.1 s

Colour Extra warm white

Colour temperature 1800 K

Colour rendering index (CRI) 90
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